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[reasons to consider, fiction theme: I knew I was special when one of my brother’s name 

was legitimized in entropy; without anybody really name-ing him regularly, to God. It was 

a good, time to be born, Since I had now an older brother[s] named God, Sun God, Jesus, 

and it was first or third or fourth or tenth: Yahuwah, Wait; they said your name went back 

in time: Yahuwah; they assumed you were male; now that’s special; and it’s only one of my 

many legal names! 

The ninny says: You’re pathetic Yahuwah! 
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Uh. I say, I hate W.S.  

Theme, accompanying music citation: James Hype - More Than Friends (ft. Kelli-Leigh)] 

 

 

So in one sense a review of traditional medicine; effects and affects such as allergy and allergy-

of reactions; and as possibly summary term: biocompatibility [sp?], is not just a reminder of the 

terse-ness of mixing body with other type material; and it is also a sense of radiological [sp?] 

check such as those items of material that are planted into for example our teeth and or jawline; 

as being quite common in this hemisphere of uh population; so one might want to consider and 

out of region especially in horizon income goal as depicting difference of hemisphere; and 

whether there is a controlled entropy deficit allergic e/a ffects in a what may be termed a 

sustainable region/hemisphere. 

 

In like mutant medical combat: one might in this specific context, hope; that either that those 

don't match in income [wedge into jaw and/or tooth for a certain period of elongation; uh the 

deeper definitions of dentistry are perhaps to make us suitable per body less toxically and or 

tolerably allergically a/effected ] 

theme accompanying citation: t.j. maxx (shoes) 'wedges' as accessed on 31719 

but how longer perhaps in elongation due; do they make us more suitable to recovering from 

allergies and or sustaining allergy like reactions that exist in general [as in outputted on the entire 

uh cosmic populous] 

 

it might be a pertinent review: that to consider this basic perhaps out-there comprehension such 

incisions into our bio-bodies are likely such as might have been described in 10th grade, to again; 

uh control the health mis-givings in general and to do so by perhaps uncomfortable forms of 

allergy reaction; if the control is severe enough; than likely the long-standing result eventually 

stabilizing will be uh well functional health.  

In any case; those that don't match this uh income thing; can perhaps by some type of mutant 

theo-physics be inserted into the a stabilized era of the past; and implanted with such opting for 

achieving sustainable to health compositions,  

 

examination question: why use dentistry as an example, from the vantage point of the modern 

uh civilized world.  

the general principle is uh well perhaps among the common people uh four fillings is only a 

small percentage of the body; but it is body supposition different than the body alone; 

transcribing the way possibly disease and-or other health adversities enter even on a small scale 

the body; the premise likely is that usually if they were to enter at a high and-or large scale the 

body wouldn't be to make it to the point of fillings and or other type of non-body implantations 

to the teeth/jaw line. In even more bizarre hypotheses; can such type of body indentations revive 

the dead whether through / via conduit disease-illness and -or in some other way 

the key comprehension in marker might be; when disease is seen in those believed other 

forms/causes to death are being erased; in any case,  
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then in reverse deficit; the placing of such indentations in the already dead; perhaps can have the 

reliable effect of reviving them on some form of death function in the entropy equivalents of the 

body, dead corresponding with the indentations.  
 


